EXTENDED!

WINTER PROMO
Chemicals and Supplies

October 4 - 31, 2019
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PNR202101 1 gal

Winter Thaw Emergency Diesel
Fuel Treatment

Dissolves already gelled fuel fast. Reduces clogging
of fuel filters. Prevents ice crystal build-up in fuel lines
and filters by disbursing moisture.
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PNR207064
POW-R 365® 5 in 1 Diesel Cleaner
& Treatment, 64 fl oz

Clean injectors to improve fuel economy. Lift Cetane 1 number to increase fuel quality and improve
starting in cold weather. One bottle treats 250 gal.

 ea (Qty 6)

PNR83112
Diesel Engine Oil Treatment , 12 oz
Penray Diesel Engine Oil Treatment helps protect
new and old engines. Diesel Engine Oil Treatment is
formulated to reduce friction, heat and wear while
replenishing oil additives to ensure performance.
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PNR201205 5 gal

 ea (Qty 1)

PNR203025
Winter Blend Bulk Fuel
Treatment, 2.5 gal

ULSD compliant. Prevents gelling and ice crystal
formation. Highly concentrated for bulk fuel tanks.

$

 ea (Qty 1)

Fuel Prep™ Concentrated Diesel Fuel Conditioner

Highly concentrated version of Fuel Prep™ 1000 and is a year round fuel treatment. Combats sludge formation and disperses existing sludge in fuel tanks. Reduces or eliminates
conditions conducive to bacterial and fungal growth. Helps clean dirty injectors, enhances
fuel lubricity and improves fuel stability to reduce filter plugging. Prevents corrosion and
prepares fuel tanks for winter conditions and storage.
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PNR202605 5 gal

PNR100005 5 gal

$

$
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Winter POW-R® Plus for Biodiesel Diesel Fuel
Treatment
ULSD compliant. Prevents gelling of diesel fuel. Prevents ice crystal
formation. Improves cold weather starting.

 ea (Qty 1)

Fuel Prep™ Year Round Diesel Fuel Conditioner

Helps clean dirty injectors, enhances fuel lubricity and improves fuel stability
to reduce filter plugging. Prevents corrosion and prepares fuel tanks for winter
conditions and storage.
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